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DRmare M4V Converter has been updated to be fully compatible with iTunes 12.13 to convert iTunes movies and TV shows

to MP4, MOV, MKV, etc.

Introduction
DRmare Software, a leading software developer specializing in multimedia solutions, is excited to announce a major update to its agship

product, the DRmare M4V Converter. This latest version now offers full compatibility with iTunes 12.13, ensuring users can convert iTunes

movies and TV shows to MP4, MKV, MOV, etc. on Windows computers without any problem. DRmare also launches a special promotion sale

for this software to celebrate this big improvement, up to 50% off.
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Enhanced Compatibility and PerformanceEnhanced Compatibility and Performance

With the increasing demand for high-quality media conversion,

DRmare Software has diligently worked to ensure its M4V

Converter remains at the forefront of technology. The new update

guarantees that users who upgraded to iTunes 12.13 can continue

to convert their purchased and rented M4V les without issues.

This enhancement underscores DRmare Software's commitment to

providing robust and reliable tools for digital media enthusiasts.

"Although many users switch to the Apple TV app to explore movies

and TV shows, it only works on Windows 11 and macOS Catalina or

above. Many users still use the iTunes app to purchase and watch

videos. Therefore, we updated our DRmare M4V Converter to be

compatible with the latest iTunes version, 12.13.1.3." said Dave

Jones, the product manager from DRmare. Happy to say that this is

the rst product to be working with iTunes 12.13.
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https://www.drmare.com/m4v-converter/


Étape 1 - Key Features of the DRmare M4V Converter
1. Full iTunes 12.13 Compatibility: The updated converter ensures awless operation with the latest version of iTunes, supporting all

features and functionalities.

2. Preservation of Lossless Quality: The software ensures that the original video and audio quality is preserved during the conversion

process, including HD 1080p resolution, Dolby 5.1 audio tracks, subtitles, and closed captions.

3. Wide Range of Output Formats: Convert iTunes M4V to popular formats such as MP4, MOV, MKV, AVI, and more, making your media

playable on any device, including non-Apple devices.

4. High-Speed Conversion: Convert iTunes movies, TV shows, and other videos at 30x faster speed without compromising quality.

5. Intuitive Design: DRmare M4V Converter features an intuitive and user-friendly interface that makes the conversion process

straightforward, and suitable for both beginners and advanced users.

6. Output Customization: Users can customize output settings such as video codec, bitrate, frame rate, and resolution to suit their speci c

needs.

7. Batch Conversion: The software supports batch conversion, allowing users to convert multiple video les simultaneously, saving time and

effort.

Étape 2 - Availability
The updated DRmare M4V Converter is available for download now on the DRmare Software of cial website. Existing users can upgrade to

the new version for free, while new users can take advantage of a special discount: 50% off50% off available for a limited.
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